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Bayesian Approach for Data and Image Fusion Ali Mohammad-Djafari Laboratoire des Signaux et Systèmes, Unité mixte de recherche 8506 (CNRS-Supélec-UPS) Supélec, Plateau de Moulon, 91192 Gif-sur-Yvette, France Abstract. This paper is a tutorial on Bayesian estimation approach to multi-sensor data and image fusion. First a few examples of simple image fusion problems are presented. Then, the simple case of registered image fusion problem is considered to show the basics of the Bayesian estimation approach and its link to classical data fusion methods such as simple mean or median values, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Factor Analysis (FA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Then, the case of simultaneous registration and fusion of images is considered. Finally, the problem of fusion of really heterogeneous data such as X-ray radiographic and ultrasound echographic data for computed tomography image reconstruction of 2D or 3D objects are considered. For each of the mentioned data fusion problems, a basic method is presented and illustrated through some simulation results.



INTRODUCTION To introduce the basics of the Bayesian approach for data fusion,let start by the simplest      



  



  







   problem of data fusion: We have observed a few images (data ) of the  same unknown object (unknown X) and we want to create an image which represents the fusion of those images. To apply the Bayesian approach we need first to give a mathematical model relating  to the unknowns (Forward model). This step is crucial for in some way the data any real application. This mathematical model must be as simple as possible. But, often, the real word problems are too complex to be  able to write, with simple mathematical  and in a deterministic way. We must also equations, the exact relation between be able to account for the uncertainty associated to this model and the variability of the data measurement system. is the classical probabilistic of what is   ofThis  is modeling    called the likelihood parameter X when the data observed. Assigning    needs a deterministic mathematical relation between  and  (Forward model) accounting for physical process of data acquisition and a probabilistic modeling accounting for model uncertainty and what is commonly called the noise. Very often, a very simple linear plus additive From each   , relation noise give enough  if we satisfaction. individual  we can define  can assume that those data have been gathered independently and if there is not any correlation between the different sensors.  by assigning to it a prior The next step is  to translate our prior knowledge about probability law  . This step is also crucial particularly when the likelihood model is not too informative (when the likelihood function is not very sharp or when it is not



unimodal. !  and appropriate Assigning the appropriate likelihood function     prior probability law  is not, in general, an easy task. In this paper, we are not going to discuss this point. We give only simple cases of such models. But, when done, the next step which is to combine laws through the Bayes rule to "# these $two  isprobability straightforward. There is only one way to obtain the posterior law     
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      '  combine  and  to obtain  , i.e., the Bayes rule:
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where the denominator is a normalizing factor.  The next step is how to use this posterior law to answer the questions about . In is a scalar fact, from this posterior law we can infer any knowledge on . When variable, we can easily answer to the following questions: What is the value of which   has probability? What is the probability that lies between two values  and  , ? highest What is its expected value? What is its variance, its median?, etc. When is-a vector, not only we can answer all the previous about any components - &( questions $ , but by computing the posterior marginals can also define the    -!.#/  ) and answer about we any question about the joint conditional laws    !  . a posteriori relation between and other . We may also want to use this law to make a decision: Choose one value   , “the best” in some sense. Forposterior 1   example, we may define a cost function  0    in place of the measuring the cost of making an error, i.e., choosing the solution want to the the solution with lowest posterior mean true one , and  3then  9compute 2  5   4 6 7     8 cost value 0 . It is interesting 0   to know that for some particular and 7     natural choices of the cost (those which are increasing functions   function 0 ;   =  <   of the error : , we find classical mode, mean and median values of the  2>" ?R H'S T?UWV#X#X#XYV T Z \ 6 78 . again obtain the posterior mean In the following, very often, we choose the mode where the corresponding estimator is called the maximum a posteriori (MAP). The main objective of this paper is, through simple examples, to show how different practical image fusion problems can be handled easily through the Bayesian approach.



The simplest model To give the basics of the Bayesian approach for data fusion, let start by the simplest problem of data fusion: We  have observed, in a same geometricalz{and illumination   { z   w yx of the same unknown object |B}x and we want to configuration, a few  images { z  create an image |3yx which represents the fusion of those images.
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FIGURE 1. Fusion problem of registered images: a) Two photographic images, b) MRI and PET images in medical imaging, c)Two different radar images



The simplest model for this image fusion problem (when the images have already been registered) is the following:



(2) w  }x z~* |3}x  z~k�7€ }x z{/ �   W‚ƒ  € where w are the observed images, | the original image and are the errors or degra-



dations associated to each acquisition. In what follows, we assume all images to be white process meaning that we can work pixel by pixel independently, thus omitting the   { z  pixel position }x from the equations. We consider first this simple model to present the Bayesian approach. Then we extend this simple model to more realistic models accounting for spatial correlation, registration and heterogeneous € data. The Bayesian approach starts with some assumptions on which can be translated to for them, from which we can deduce the conditional probability laws yw  |  . Forlaws  €  „probability example, when we only know the first two moments of , the ME principle €… or any other logical sense leads us to choose Gaussian laws for them. So, assuming to



be centered with fixed variances †



N



we obtain



„ }w   |   s„ ‡‰ˆ } w Š< | *2‹ Œ  †  N *�^Ž F��J <  N yw Š< |  N LI (3) †  The next step is modeling | through a prior probability law „ | . The third step is to   



  



   wK‘ and finally, defining an estimator for | , for compute the posterior law „ | w



example the Maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate which is defined as
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